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Flexible, streamlined and modular - the Odyssey wall storage system offers a range 

of contemporary wood veneer storage units with a number of stacking combinations 

to create stunning wall storage with a fitted furniture impression.

Odyssey creates the impression of a traditional storage wall, but without the drawbacks 

associated with a bespoke installation. Modular units allow Odyssey to be a flexible 

system that can provide a variety of 

different storage functions and can be 

built up to your desired height and width.

Cherry Shade 3



Maple/American Black Walnut

The beauty of Odyssey is that all your storage needs can 

be housed in one co-ordinated piece of furniture with a 

variety of crossbanded and combination veneer options 

for added decorative effect.  Highly functional yet 

magnificently beautiful, the Odyssey system presents 

professional modular storage that is ideal for executive 

offices and boardrooms.



Odyssey is so versatile that it can be easily fitted into an 

alcove situation without the need for bespoke joinery.

Flip-top door Wire management Filing drawer

optional features

Oak



Oak

To accommodate different room sizes and maximise office 

space, Odyssey can also be neatly fitted around corners.

Spot light Fixed filing frames Fridge Dry wipe



Contemporary combination veneers or crossbanding options 

can be selected with a rectangular or diamond inset design 

for added impact.  Co-ordinating desking is also available to 

complete the streamlined look and enable the workplace to 

have the appearance of a bespoke suite.

Maple/Zebrano



Combination Veneer Options

Combination veneering is a 
contemporary way of creating a dramatic 
appearance using contrasting veneers.

Maple/Zebrano

Maple/Madrona

Oak/Burr Oak

Wenge/Zebrano

American Black Walnut/
Burr Ash

American Black Walnut/
Figured Maple

Panel Design Options

Diamond Rectangle

Crossbanded Veneer OptionsVeneer Options



Maple/Zebrano


